






Community: 
Passenger, driver, 
operator and
other stakeholders
• An aging world population is raising focus on senior citiziens’ 
intricate transportation needs.

• As societies flourish and develop, providing an equal 
opportunity for the mobility-impaired is evolving into a 
global concern.

• Modern cities demand vehicles that comfortably seat more 
within the same exterior size.

• Taxis are operated for extended periods, almost transforming 
into a living space for drivers, and making comfort and ergonomic 
issues more important than ever.

• Passengers need seamless in-and-out access; they want to 
perform daily tasks while riding in a comfortable, safe and clean 
environment.

• Taxi business owners seek to reduce the total cost of ownership
of their fleet through vehicles with low fuel consumption and
minimal servicing expenses.

• Concept V1, attempts to fulfill all its stakeholders’ requirements, 
while providing as joyfull a travel experience as possible to all its 
passengers.



Regulators: 
Global trends trigger
regulators to act

• Wheelchair accessibility is increasingly becoming a regulated 
norm in major global cities.

• Driver safety is a serious concern for a growing number of taxi 
regulators, requiring a physical separation between passenger and 
driver compartments.

• Authorities are increasingly exerting limitations on carbon
emissions, which vary between cities’ specific regulator policies. 
Important incentives are provided to enforce and minimize the 
urban carbon footprint. Electric vehicle usage as taxis will become 
more and more wide spread.

• Pass-by noise is yet another issue for the regulators to tackle.



ACCESSIBLE for all

The platform has been developed specifically for mobility 
impaired passengers to experience a ride no different than 
any other passenger would, while traveling in the same space. 
It is equipped with a patented, factory-installed, automated 
and illuminated wheelchair ramp extending to the curb on 
either side, specially designed wide doors opening at 
90 degrees allowing easy access, a low floor structure and a 
security latch for wheelchair stability as well as keyboard and 
braille communication for the hearing and visually impaired.

Sustainable

Karsan’s CONCEPT V1 has been specially designed 
to allow prompt and efficient adoption of the 

most sustainable power pack available.

The engine has conveniently been placed in a compartment at the 
rear of the vehicle. This architecture facilitates the accommodation 

of a variety of power sources such as natural gas, hybrid or full 
electric, allowing the platform to rapidly respond to constantly

evolving environmental technologies.

CONCEPT V1 has been designed to be exceptionally durable 
against the wear and tear of rugged streets and rough

surroundings. Specifically crafted body panels can be effortlessly 
and economically replaced in case of any damage, for considerably 
lower expense and quicker than ordinary taxi bodywork, reducing

out-of-work repair time and associated costs.



CONCEPT V1 was initially developed as a solution 
to satisfy an emerging demand for a dedicated 

taxi. Unlike conventional taxis that require some 
sort of retrofitting from a van or a sedan in order 
to be able to operate as a taxi, CONCEPT V1, with 

its unique design specifications, will serve right 
out of the factory built as a taxi. It is one of the 

rare, if not the only vehicle, which has been 
specifically crafted to be a taxi and hence 

elegantly addresses the most crucial issue of all, 
which is ease of access and ample interior space.

With an unconventionally large interior, it will 
comfortably seat three passengers in the back 

seat and one in a backward facing jump seat, still 
with plenty of room for a wheelchair. CONCEPT 

V1, even when carrying five passengers, will 
manage to offer significant legroom, setting a 

new standard for passenger comfort. CONCEPT 
V1 will reintroduce a superior, satisfying taxi 
experience that will redefine modern urban

commute.

Driver Compartment - The whole front end 
of the vehicle, partitioned from the passenger 
compartment, is dedicated to meet the varied 

needs of drivers during long shift hours. It acts as 
a modern, efficient, comfortable 

workstation with state-of-the-art gadgets, 
storage compartments, a wide working space 

and even a cooler for snacks and beverages. As 
standard equipment, the coach-type,

 self-suspended, fully adjustable driver seat 
provides ample support for the driver.

Passenger Compartment - CONCEPT V1 
offers best in class seating comfort and a 

significantly sizable interior space with a crafty 
layout, allowing passengers to enjoy their 

commute.

The passenger compartment boasts a high ceiling 
in order to better facilitate moving within and 
getting in and out of the vehicle, especially for 

senior citizens with mobility impairments, while 
the bi-directionally stretching ramps provide 

easy access for the wheelchair bound as well as 
parents with strollers or elderly with walkers.

 Designed and built for purpose A vehicle with ALL 
STAKEHOLDERS in mind



IconicAn iconic design that recaptures tradition

CONCEPT V1’s iconic panoramic glass roof allows passengers to stay in contact 
with their environment, providing the opportunity to enjoy the surrounding 
cityscape. Whether you are traveling through dense urban areas beneath the 
skyscrapers or gazing at the night sky through the surrounding vegetation, the 
panoramic glass roof will enhance each ride. Greater surrounding visibility will 
also serve to expand the conceived, already generous interior space.



MORE THAN 45 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, 
COMPETENCE AND PASSION

The multi-branded auto manufacturer Karsan, aspires 
to provide “LIMITLESS TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS”

At the turn of the century, having built under license for thirty years, Karsan,
one of the oldest automotive production companies in Turkey, decided to design,  
create and own its own vehicles in addition to being a contract manufacturer. Now, 
ten years on, Karsan has set forth its vision into the next decade; to be a provider of 
“Limitless Transportation Solutions”. Within that context, in addition to the ongoing 
activities with its current business partners, Karsan has embarked into designing and 
commissioning original vehicles under its own brand, aimed at creating transportation 
solutions for today’s unmet demands. As a consequence, Karsan has adopted the quest 
to provide sustainable transportation solutions for environmentally friendlier, socially 
conscious, globally urbanizing cities as its main mission.





karsan.com.tr conceptv1.com


